The Old Bridges of Warwickshire and the West Midlands

Sketch map of the old bridges in Warwickshire and the West Midlands
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No.
WA1
WA2
WA3
WA4
WA5
WA6
WA7
WA8
WA9
WA10
WA11
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BRIDGE
Bidford Bridge
Binton Bridge
Blyth Bridge
Bretford Bridge
Clopton Bridge
Cole Bridge
Dow Old Bridge
Furnace End Bridge
Grendon Bridge
Halford Bridge
Honington Bridge
Hunningham Bridge
Marton Bridge

WA7

OS Location
SP 099 518
SP 145 530
SP 211 898
SP 430 770
SP 206 549
SP 199 895
SP 543 779
SP 248 918
SK 285 010
SP 259 453
SP 263 422
SP 373 685
SP 407 691
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BUILD DATE
15th C
17/18th C
14th C?
15th C?
1480
16th C
17/18th C
15th C
15th C
16th C
17th
16th C
1414

No.
WA14
WA15
WA16
WA17
WA18
WA19
WA20
WA1M
WA2M
WM1
WM2

BRIDGE
Oversley Bridge
Shipston-on-Stour Bridge
Stare Bridge
Stoneleigh Bridge
Stoneleigh Coach Bridge
Warwick Old Castle Bridge
Water Orton Bridge
Astley Castle Moat Bridge
Shustoke Hall Bridge
Bacons End Bridge
Hampton-in-Arden PH Bridge

OS Location
SP 093 570
SP 260 405
SP 330 715
SP 332 737
SP 338 722
SP 285 645
SP 174 914
SP 312 895
SP 234 900
SP 183 874
SP 213 801

BUILD DATE
1600
16th C
15th C
16th C
1679
14th C
16th C
17/18th C
17/18th C
17/18th C
15th C

Information sheets are provided for all the bridges listed.
As regards old bridges in the towns and cities of these counties, none particularly stand out; the oldest surviving
bridge in Birmingham is Perry Bridge over the River Tame, but the present bridge dates to 1711, so does not
appear in the compendium. There were predecessors, but I have found little information.
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WA1. Bidford Bridge carries the B4085 north across the River Avon into the village of Bidford on Avon which
is about 11km west of Stratford-upon-Avon. The consensus is that it was built by Bordesley Abbey in the early
15th century, though by 1449 it is recorded as very much decayed, and it has a complex history. It is marked on
Saxton’s map of 1575. It has eight arches, all of c4m span, interposed with heavy piers of breadth 2.5m each,
adding up to a total length of 70m. The cutwaters remain on the east, upstream, face and rise to provide refuges,
but have been removed on the west, though some have been modified to buttresses; the whole bridge shows
signs of frequent repair with a mixture of rubble and brick. The northernmost (on the right in the upper
photograph), second, sixth, and seventh, arches are original and pointed, with double arch rings; the medieval
masonry above them is of lias and limestone rubble with fairly large squared stones in rough courses. The
masonry above the low round fifth arch has alternating wide and narrow courses common in this district in the
16th century. There may originally have been nine or ten arches, with more to the south and it is possible that the
southernmost (on the right in the lower photograph) surviving arch is a 17th century replacement. It is pointed, like
the 15th-century arches, but with long thin rough voussoirs. In 1644, King Charles I broke down the bridge to
protect his rear in his march back to Oxford, and the bridge was not restored until 1650. Probably, the fourth arch
was broken down; it is now round- headed and much higher than all the others, and along with the sixth arch
may have been further raised in the late 18th century to aid navigation. The fifth arch, also round-headed, may
have been repaired in the 17th century The bridge has never been widened, and is only 3.6m wide. Access is
good on the south bank, from where the upstream (upper) and downstream photographs were taken.
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WA2. Binton Bridge links villages of Binton and Welford, 5km south-west of Stratford-upon-Avon, though it is
more accurately described as two bridges which traverse the River Avon by way of an island, (or in fact 2 islands,
but that to the north did no more than anchor a pier.). There has apparently been a bridge here since the 13 th
century, and one is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575, though until the late 18th century it extended only from the
north of the river to the above-mentioned island, leaving a ford to be negotiated to reach the south bank. In the
first decade of the 19th century, the narrow 18th century southern bridge was rebuilt as the rather hotchpotch mix
of five segmental and rounded arches, of stone and brick which stands now, viewed from downstream in the upper
photograph. Jervoise did not think that the northern bridge was old either. However, a bridge here is linked to
the flight of King Charles II after his defeat in the Battle of Worcester in 1651. The northern bridge has also
been remodelled in the early 19th century, and then ‘rebuilt’ in the 20th century with 7 arches, but it is said that
old masonry, including cutwaters, has been retained on the east, upstream face,; unfortunately I was unable to
view this face, and have only found downstream views, like that presented. Probably the most convincing
evidence for the antiquity of the bridge, is the variety of arch shapes, and sizes, as it seems almost inconceivable
that it would have been rebuilt in this form, unless an earlier configuration had dictated some of the configuration.
On this basis, I retain the bridge in the 17/18th century category.
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WA3. Blyth Bridge carries the B4114 over
the River Blythe, a tributary of the River Tame,
to the north-east of Coleshill. Everything which
can be seen now, and access is very limited,
derives from a widening operation at each
face carried out in 1925. The photograph
alongside shows one of three segmental
arches, with slightly unusual double arch rings
and the cutwaters on the downstream face. All
is ashlar, coated in part with cement.
According to the Pastscape website, there is
a 14th century bridge with 5 obtusely-pointed
arches encased in this modern structure; 2 of
them might be buried in the approaches to the
much altered bridge. By fiddling with the
lighting of a photograph taken from the
internet, I have convinced myself that there is
a narrower arch, which may be pointed, set
well back from the downstream face of the
arch, seen on the left of the lower photograph;
some evidence that the other 3 medieval
arches may still be visible in the soffits but that
is as much as I can say. One website made
reference to photographs taken by a Mr.
Cossins before the bridge was widened, but I have not been able to find them. Until someone obtains decent
photographs of the bridge soffits, it cannot be confirmed that a 14th century bridge is encased here.
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WA4. Bretford Bridge carries the A428 across the River Avon about 6km north-west of Rugby. A bridge is
shown here on Saxton’s map of 1575, but Jervoise and the Listing both ascribe the bridge, to an 18 th century
rebuild, in spite of the fact that four out of its five arches are pointed, with the northern-most segmental.
Doubtless, the facings upstream and downstream, of sandstone ashlar are sensibly attributed to that period.
However, viewed at river level, which is only easily done from downstream, it can be clearly seen in the
photograph below, that the bridge has been widened at that face, perhaps by 0.6m and that the pointed shapes
of most of the arches, which may span c5m, have been preserved. Looking from upstream, regrettably, only
possible from the carriageway, this face of the bridge has been reworked in the same way as that downstream,
with features like the single flush arch rings, and the horizontal band above the arches, so may well have been
similarly widened at this face; since the current width is c4m, symmetrical widening would imply that the original
bridge was c2.8m wide. The rather dainty truncated cutwaters also must date from this rebuild, and the parapets
at each face and the concrete plinths for the piers are most probably later. So, I think that the lower, internal
part of the bridge seen in the soffits is medieval, though the 13 th century date implied by documentation of a
repair seems too early, and may refer to a predecessor. Given that repairs are also documented in the middle
of the 17th century, a build date in the late 15th century is plausible, even though the most visible parts date from
the 18th century and later.
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WA5. Clopton Bridge as built was a masonry
arch bridge with 14 pointed arches, each of a
span, close to 5.7m, over the River Avon,
crossing at the place where the river was forded
in Saxon times, so giving the town its name.
The bridge now carries the A3400 road over the
river. It was built of ashlar sandstone in 1480,
financed by a Hugh Clopton, who later became
Lord Mayor of London, replacing a timber
bridge which might have dated back to 1318;
there may have once been 5 additional arches
in a causeway leading into the town. Two arches were rebuilt in 1524. The bridge is marked on Saxton’s map of
1575, but was repaired in 1588 after being damaged by floodwater, and again in 1642, after the 2nd arch from the
south had been destroyed to block the army of Oliver Cromwell. In 1696, money was raised to heighten the
parapets, which were as low as four inches in places. The bridge was widened on the north side (upstream) from
4.8m to 9.6m in 1811. This was done by building alongside the original bridge, a bridge with segmental arches
spanning around 8.1m, but with far narrower piers. The year after this it was agreed to impose a toll, and a Toll
House and Gate were installed in 1814, but the town citizenry must have found alternative crossings because the
enterprise collapsed in a few decades. A cast iron footbridge of width 1.5m was added to the north face of the
widened bridge in 1827, cantilevered out on brackets from the parapets and given additional support by vertical
members attached to the cutwaters. The effect of these measures is to preserve almost totally the medieval aspect
viewed from downstream at river level save that cutwaters which once existed have been removed, as the modern
modifications are completely masked, yet the bridge now has very different faces. I rather struggled to find an
upstream photograph to convey these facts, and that above will have to serve. Below is the medieval aspect, as
seen from downstream. Access is good, if rather distant downstream, but I have not checked out the possibility of
gaining a better view from upstream as I failed to realise the significance and interest until after my visit.
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WA6. Cole Bridge at the north end of Coleshill,
about 16km east of Birmingham, carries the
B4117 over the River Cole, a tributary of the
River Tame, and, although it has been widened
in modern times on the west side, it is still a
bottle-neck. It has a total length of 37m, with
river arches of span c4.5m. The original
features are visible below in a photograph
taken from upstream (east). The bridge is
thought to date from the middle of the 16th
century and was built of red sandstone ashlar.
It comprised six semi-circular arches with
chamfered arch rings in two orders. Thanks to a widening operation, carried out no earlier than the 18th century,
the west face is brick-built with segmental arches decorated with hood-moulds above the single arch rings,
prominent keystones at the crown of the arch, and a horizontal band above the parapets; the details are shown in
the photograph above. It looks as though the widening to just under 4m, probably involved the addition of c1.5m.
The 5 piers have V-shaped cut-waters on both faces: the middle pier is entirely rebuilt, mostly of brick: some of the
others have been repaired on the older east face, but the rest are stone throughout, and rest on concrete plinths.
The mix of new and old masonry towards the bridge ends suggests that the original bridge had a more pronounced
crown, before the approaches were made up to flatten the profile. There are three further arches of 17 th or 18th
century masonry with cut-waters on the east face forming part of a causeway to the north. Access to the bridge is
good all round. Widening was presumably inevitable, and the decision to leave one face untouched while using a
contemporary style rather than pastiche on the rebuild was a good one.
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WA7. Dow Old Bridge, now grassed over, lies
just west of its replacement, and at a lower
level; it used to carry the A5 (Watling Street)
over the River Avon, 4km north-east of Rugby.
I was able to view the bridge from the present
road, seeing its upstream face, shown some 40
years earlier in the top photograph and can
confirm the ashlar fabric, the single flush arch
rings, and that it has 6 arches, 2 gothic and 4
segmental, the largest of which may span c6m.
There was a major rebuild in 1838, (there is a
date-stone) which may have involved a
widening operation; Jervoise refers to a visit in
1927, seemingly before the bridge was
bypassed, and suggests that the widening was
by 1.8m to 4.8m. Evidence is visible in the
soffits of 2 of the arches and this also confirms
that they were not wholly rebuilt in 1838,
whereas other arches were. The middle photograph, like the other above comes from the carthorpe.org website;
it is an upstream view dating from the early 1900s. The aforementioned website and Jervoise suggest that the
bridge was rebuilt in the 1770s, as part of a turnpike road, but 3m would have been narrow, and the Gothic arches
anachronistic. I rather prefer the idea that an existing bridge might have been widened and otherwise refurbished
then, and that the 1838 rebuild engrossed replacing some of the arches. That is speculation only, and I shall
include the bridge in the 17/18th century category. The lowest photograph is my own and shows the overgrown
surrounds to the bridge, and may explain why I had difficulty finding it.
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WA8. Furnace End Bridge is just east of
Shustoke Station, and carries the B4114
over the River Bourne, a tributary of the
River Tame. It is stated in the British
History website that the bridge was
originally a pack-horse bridge of the 14th
or 15th century, 1.2m wide, and that it had
a round arch supported by chamfered
ribs. Apparently it was widened to the
south, (upstream), in the 17th century and
again in 1925. The appearance now from
the level of the road hardly seems
compatible with this history, but it is likely
to be largely correct; the photograph
alongside shows that there are four ribs
supporting the soffits, two of which, those
to the north, (downstream), are chamfered. It is
possible that in the 17th century the width was
increased to 3.6m, as suggested by Jervoise
before the widening operation of 1925, and 2
additional unchamfered ribs were added. The
other dimensions quoted by Jervoise are 3.6m
for the span of the near semi-circular arch, and
12m for the present carriageway width. The
downstream

face

which

appears

much-

patched is made of a mixture of rubble and
coursed rubble and there is a single flush
unchamfered arch ring. On balance, I am
inclined to accept the scenario that the original
structure, dating to the 14/15th century was a
footbridge, that it was widened upstream in the
17th century when for aesthetic reasons two
extra ribs were incorporated, and widened
again upstream in 1925 as recorded on a date-stone. The access to obtain the photographs, of the north,
downstream face, was extremely difficult because of the density of the undergrowth.
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WA9. Grendon Bridge The bridge now carries only a track across the River Anker, a tributary of the River
Tame, but once must have been on the route of the modern B5000, which crosses the river to the south, over
a bridge built in 1825; the old bridge is just over 3km north-east of the village of Grendon, midway between Atherstone
and Polesworth. The structure is ashlar, and has 4 pointed arches below the 3.3m wide roadway. The arches,
spanning c3.3m, have single arch rings below chamfered hood moulds, and the soffits are smooth without ribs.
The piers have cut-waters on both faces, but only on the central one do they rise to provide V-shaped refuges,
the others being capped below the restored parapets. Although repairs have been carried out since then, the
attribution by the Listing to the 15th century seems sound on the basis of style and decoration. Given that the
bridge has been largely disused for two centuries, its condition is perhaps better than might be expected in spite
of the visible damage to one pier. When I visited, I went to the replacement and access to view that bridge is
almost non-existent, so I did not even realise I was at the wrong bridge. Thus I cannot add anything to other
sources, (Jervoise missed the bridge), and have had to obtain a photograph from the village website. I cannot
comment on ease of access to a fine bridge.
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WA10. Halford Bridge crosses the River Stour, a tributary of the River Avon, beside the A429, the Fosse Way,
which now bypasses it, 5km north of Shipston-on-Stour. The structure is really a causeway with 4 unevenly
spaced pointed arches, of span 2.7m each, separated by as much as three times that distance in one case. The
width looks to be c4m so it has probably been widened as it has been referred to as a packhorse bridge, but I
can provide no confirmation. The fabric is primarily limestone ashlar, though there has been some rebuilding with
brick; the arches have flush double arch rings. There is documentation for a predecessor bridge here in the 13th
century; the one to be seen now was broken down twice during the Civil War so its dating to the 16th century is
realistic, though parapets which have been rebuilt recently contribute to an overall appearance rather at odds
with such an age. The bridge is most easily viewed from the main road beside it, as in the photograph, because
there is no real access to the marshy river bank.
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WA11. Honington Bridge carries a road from the A3400 across the River Stour, a tributary of the River Avon,
into the village of Honington, about 1½km north of Shipston-on-Stour. The bridge comprises 5 small segmental
arches, but when built all excepting the central one were very low; the total length is 22m, and the largest arch
span was c3m. The arches have single flush arch rings, and the fabric generally comprises large shaped
limestone blocks of various sizes, except for the parapets which are ashlar. The bridge has been widened
downstream, by c0.5m, but is still only c2.8m wide. The photograph shows how all but the central arch had
extensions of greater height and span added, but the effect will have made more difference to the appearance
than the obstruction to river flow. Great care has been taken to preserve the general appearance. Perhaps the
widening coincided with rebuilding of the parapets with a string course low down, and double pilasters above
the piers, surmounted by stone ball finials. The bridge is attributed to the late 17th century, but it looks as though
the widening and provision of the parapets to which it owes much of its appearance may have occurred in the
second half of the next century. Access is reasonable.
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WA12. Hunningham Bridge carries a minor road across the River Leam, a tributary of the River Avon, 6km
north-east of Royal Leamington Spa. It has three river arches, two semi-circular and one segmental (to the
west), each spanning c4.5m and contributing to a bridge length of 21.5m; there are either one or two additional
arches below a causeway to the west, (the Listing and Jervoise differ on this, and the arches are not visible). The
fabric is mostly coursed sandstone rubble, save for the parapets which are ashlar and may well be a late
addition. Away from the arches, the two faces are different insofar as that upstream, shown below, is largely
plain, but that downstream has horizontal bands of stone at different heights. The arches are varied in their
decoration in so far as the segmental arch has a single arch ring, the middle arch has flush double arch rings,
and the eastern arch has double arch rings in two orders as viewed from upstream, decoration largely repeated
on the downstream face, save that the eastern arch also has flush double arch rings. The soffits are of smooth
dressed stone. The eastern pier is broader, but both carry large triangular cutwaters, upstream and downstream
which taper to form relatively shallow rectangular refuges. The carriageway width is 3.3m. As to the age of the
bridge, Jervoise suggests a 17th century build date, and the Listing is more precise, advancing a date of 1651,
yet the British History website states that a repair costing £20 was carried out in 1651, which had first been
requested in 1636. Even allowing for inflation since then, that sum is insufficient to erect a replacement, so it
must be assumed that the bridge dates from the early-17th century. The bridge is a fine spectacle and access
is good upstream, but the differences between the arches are something of a puzzle. Presumably they relate to
fairly substantial rebuilding exercises, including perhaps one in 1651.
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WA13. Marton Bridge Until 2000, the bridge
carried the A423 over the River Leam, a
tributary of the River Avon; it is located close to
half-way

between

Rugby

and

Royal

Leamington Spa. In that year it was bypassed
and restored to its form before 1926 when it
had been widened upstream, from 4.5m to
13.5m

with

a

concrete

extension.

Unfortunately, the new bridge is very close to
the old. As the latter is seen now there are three
pointed arches, two crossing the river, with
spans of 4.3m and a flood arch some distance
to the west, as shown in the photograph
alongside. The two river arches have double
chamfered arch rings in two orders, and
smooth soffits, but the newer looking flood arch
has a single chamfered arch ring. It seems that
there was a second flood arch at a similar distance to the east, but it may have been lost in the realignment process
accompanying the building of the new bridge. The fabric of the original bridge was coursed sandstone rubble, but
newer parts including parapets, and the abutments and surrounds to the flood arch are ashlar. There seems to be
no dispute that the bridge was built in 1414, as a successor to a wooden toll bridge, but it probably comprised only
the two river arches then.
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WA14. Oversley Bridge is to be found on
the south-eastern outskirts of Alcester and
now carries a local minor road across the
River Arrow, a right bank tributary of the
River Avon. It comprises 7 segmental
arches, 4 river arches, 1 flood arch to the
west and 2 to the east. The photograph
alongside, taken from downstream, shows
that

there

have

been

two

widening

operations, (red brick probably in the 18th
century, and blue brick), which have resulted
in an increase in carriageway width from
3.6m to 6.3m. The build date of the original
‘downstream’ bridge is assumed to be 1600 given on a surviving date-stone, but there has been much alteration
in addition to the widening, not least the installation of brick parapets in the 20th century and the rebuilding in
concrete of the eastern river arch. The fabric of the original bridge was regular coursed lias, but as already
indicated there is much brickwork now; the arches had single arch rings very slightly recessed. The arches are
irregular in shape with one close to semi-circular and others much flatter, while the piers are very broad,
comparable to the arch spans; one cutwater downstream rises to give a small refuge, but upstream they are
vestigial. Access at river level can be gained downstream, where the photograph below was taken, but not
upstream.
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WA15. Shipston-on-Stour Bridge carries the
B4035 over the River Stour, a tributary of the
Warwickshire River Avon, at the east side of
Shipston on Stour. The two faces of the bridge
are very different in appearance, for a reason
which is clear from the photograph alongside
taken from downstream. The bridge was built
with 6 arches, 5 of them are 4-centred, and of
span c3.7m; the other arch is segmental, and is
almost certainly a replacement. These arches
together with broad piers add up to a bridge
length of 33m. The original road-way was only
2.4m wide but it was widened upstream,
probably around 1800, by 3m, by building a
second bridge alongside it with 6 semi-circular
arches, as shown in the middle photograph.
The fabric of the original bridge was large,
squared blocks

of limestone, transitional

between coursed rubble and ashlar, and the
arches have single dressed arch rings.
Strangely the newer upstream face looks in
worse condition than the older one, and
limestone blocks here are interspersed with
brick repairs; the parapets are brick with stone coping on both faces, probably date from the 20th century, and
detract from the appearance of the original build, downstream. There is a date-stone for 1698 on the downstream
face, but this probably records a repair; there is documentation of other repairs earlier in the century and taken
with the style of the original bridge, a build-date in the early 16th century seems likely. The bridge is marked on
Saxton’s map of 1575. Access is good all around the bridge.
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WA16. Stare Bridge crosses the River Avon
west of the B4113 which is now carried by a
bypass bridge, 1½km east of Stoneleigh
Abbey. The fabric is coursed red sandstone
rubble and it dates probably to the 15th century;
it is marked on Saxton’s 1575 map. It is a long
bridge of 9 arches with a slight camber, 3m
wide between the parapets, and of total length
72m. On the east, or upstream, face there are
three large cutwaters carried up to form refuges,
which have been refaced. The remaining
cutwaters have all been lowered to the level of
the carriageway, below a rebuilt parapet. Five
arches at the southern end are pointed, with
arch rings in two orders; the next two arches are
segmental, one is shown in the top photograph,
and the remaining two are pointed, all with
similarly designed arch rings. The soffits are
smooth. The west face has no cutwaters and
all the outer piers carry buttresses of varying
sizes. The parapets are modern. As shown in
the middle photograph, the river flows through
the three southern arches, each of which spans c4m; the others act as flood arches. The bridge now carries only
a bridleway. Access is reasonable from upstream, though as is obvious in the photographs, there is much arboreal
growth obstructing the view of the river arches; access at river level downstream is not possible.
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WA17. Stoneleigh Bridge carries the B4113
over the River Sowe, a tributary of the River
Avon (Stratford) at the south-east of the village
of Stoneleigh. The bridge should be of great
interest because said to be medieval in origin,
it was widened on the downstream south face
by John Rennie in the early 19th century, but
that has not saved it from desecration by the
addition of a metal walkway resting on the
cutwaters of the northern, ‘ medieval’ face. That
face cannot be viewed by the general public
save at very close quarters from the walkway,
as exampled by the photograph alongside, and
the southern face is difficult to see because of
obstruction by foliage. Rennie’s extension
comprises 9 segmental arches according to the
Listing, 8, according to Jervoise, which seems
to be the consensus and the medieval bridge
was also 8-arched. It is clear from the
photograph below, taken from the south, that
Rennie’s ‘bridge’ differed markedly from that
standing before, in that his arches were shallower and of greater span, and the piers far less substantial. On both
faces the fabric is essentially ashlar, the single arch rings are flush, and there is a band running above the arch
crowns inclining to a peak height at the centre. Jervoise quotes a total length of 58.5m, and making some
assumptions that may translate to an original arch span of c3.5m, with piers of breadth c4.4m. The roadway width
is 5.4m, but was originally 3.7m. There are few clues in what can be seen directly of the ‘medieval’ face as to the
age of the original bridge, and it would seem, there is no documentary evidence, but I would guess from the arch
forms visible through Rennie’s stonework which look 3-centred that it is of the 16th century, and it is marked on
Saxton’s 1575 map.
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WA18. Stoneleigh Coach Bridge crosses
the River Avon in the middle of a golf course in
Stoneleigh Deer Park, just south of Coventry,
and a member there took the upstream
photograph, obtained from the internet; it is
not a much-photographed bridge, nor is it
very accessible to non-golfers. The fabric is
sandstone ashlar, and it comprises

2

segmental arches, the one nearer the south bank (the left, on the photograph) seemingly deeper than the other.
Each arch has double flush arch rings and spans c4.5m; they are separated by a broad pier with cutwaters,
rectangular to the west, triangular to the east (upstream), rising to refuges at each face. The carriageway width is
c3.3m. There is a date stone on the west parapet carrying the inscription 1679, and there is no reason to doubt that
as a build-date, from the appearance of the bridge, though I have not been able to visit it.
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WA19. Warwick Old Castle Bridge is an
impressive ruin, almost immediately below
Warwick Castle, crossing the River Avon
(Stratford). It is well seen from the Mill Garden
at the end of Mill Street on the north Bank of the
river, to which paid admission can be obtained,
though I have had to use an older photograph
taken from a Warwick Local Government site to
get the general view. It is thought possible that
the medieval bridge with 12 or 13 arches,
including those on approach causeways might
date from the early 13th century, but it certainly
stood in the late 14th century. Thereafter, it
seems to have survived well enough into the
18th century, when it is shown with 6 river
arches in the prints from the 1730s. It was
replaced in the 1770s by the present Castle
Bridge, and a number of arches collapsed in
1795. Now one arch, of span c5m, survives
near the north bank of the river, shown above,
and three nearer the south bank. The former is
a puzzle, built of ashlar save for brick patching,
it has three arch rings, two chamfered in two
orders, but viewed from downstream appears
to be 4-centred. That shape suggests a build-date of c1500, and not two or three centuries earlier. There is evidence
of widening (by a factor of 2, from c2.5m to c5m) in the soffits and the arch shape is different, at the 2 faces;
perhaps this took place downstream in c1500 but the foliage clinging to the bridge remnants makes it impossible
to be certain about the history. It seems reasonable to accept that parts of the bridge date from the 14 th century,
but there is much unclear about the scope of reconstruction and modification before its collapse.
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WA20. Water Orton Bridge carries a minor road over the River Tame, on the north side of the village from
which it takes its name, which itself is 10km north-west of the centre of Birmingham. It was built within a few
years of 1520 at the instance of a Bishop Vesey, and is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. The fabric is coarsegrained sandstone ashlar and it comprises six arches of which the three central river arches are semi-circular,
while the two to the north (the right in the photograph) and that to the south are segmental. All span 4.5m and
five heavy piers are each of breadth 1.8m, giving a total length of just over 40m. The piers carry large triangular
cutwaters, upstream and downstream, which extend upwards to provide refuges in a carriageway little more than
3m wide. The arch rings are single, flush and lightly chamfered. There have been later repairs, and the stonework
does not look in very good condition, but the bridge has not been widened or otherwise significantly modified in 5
centuries. Access can be obtained upstream from where the photograph below was obtained, but not
downstream.
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WA1M. Astley Castle Moat Bridge is beside a
ruined gatehouse at the entrance to the inner
ward of the castle which is to be found 6km
south-west of Nuneaton. It has a single
segmental, slightly stilted arch spanning c3m,
and carrying a track c2.5m wide. The fabric is
rubble, and there are single flush arch rings.
The castellated parapets are clearly a later
addition, presumably to add a decorative touch
when the area was being landscaped in the
early years of the 19th century. That dating
seems valid because there are prints from that
period showing the bridge with and without the
parapets. However, the dating of the main part
of the bridge is not a straightforward matter. I
think the Scheduled Monument document date
of the 19th century can be ruled out on the basis
of the evidence just presented, and at the other
extreme there is absolutely nothing to suggest that the bridge was built as early as the 14 th or even 13th century,
when the castle, gatehouse and moat walls probably had their origins. My preference would be for the 17th century,
when a number of similar plain and functional moat bridges were built, but I would freely admit that I could be a
century out, either way. Access is good as the photograph suggests.
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WA2M. Shustoke Hall Bridge gives access,
across the south arm of a moat, to the hall
which is 3km east of Coleshill on the eastern
outskirts of Birmingham. As shown alongside,
the bridge is part of a short brick- built
causeway, and unfortunately an already
rather unprepossessing structure has been
further compromised by running a pipe across
the lower part of the single arch. The arch is
segmental, spans c1.4m, and has single flush
arch rings made of full and half bricks placed
radially. The bridge carries a pathway of width
1.1m between brick parapets topped with rounded coping stones. The usual sources state that the bridge dates
from the 17th century, mainly on the grounds that the hall was built then of similar material. Perhaps the narrow
bricks are some confirmation, but otherwise there is no real evidence of a lifespan of 300+ years; I shall place it in
the 17/18th century category. The bridge is on private land, but can be closely approached on a public road.
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WM1. Bacons End Bridge carries the A452
over the River Cole, a tributary of the River
Tame, and so eventually, the River Trent, in a
suburb called Fordbridge on the west side of
Birmingham. It appeared to me to comprise
three shallow segmental arches, though the
Listed Buildings and British History sites state
that the northernmost is slightly pointed. The
A452 has been a dual carriageway since 1970,
when the bridge was widened to the west, and
an earlier widening at that face is dated to 1925.
A parapet which can be seen in photographs
taken early in the 20th century was replaced by
an unsightly metal fence in 1970. The upper photograph of the soffits of the southern arch, taken from the east,
certainly shows clear evidence of widening operations; large extensions at the west face, but perhaps also a
relatively small width extension at the east face. This may be associated with the ashlar fabric, single flush arch
rings, and rounded cut-waters, all visible in the lower photograph, and may date to widening and other
modifications in 1764. The northern arch, to the right in the photograph below, does not look pointed, but I could
not get a head-on photograph. The sources quoted above justify their claim of medieval origins on that assertion,
and though sceptical, I cannot quite discount it for now. I shall retain the bridge in the compendium in the 17/18 th
century category on the basis that there was a bridge before 1764, rather than less tangible claims of medieval
characteristics. Gaining access is not straightforward, and as indicated there are limitations to what can be seen.
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WM2. Hampton-in-Arden Packhorse Bridge over the River Blythe, a tributary of the River Tame, is to be
found at the end of a lane to the south-east of the village whose name it bears, which is 13½km south-east of
the centre of Birmingham. It is in a small nature reserve, but dominated by a railway viaduct. The bridge has five
arches; the three to the north which cross the river are pointed and built of red sandstone, while the two to the
south are segmental and brick-built. Each arch has a span of c3.4m, and they are separated by piers of breadth
1.7m; there are single flush chamfered arch rings. The total length is c23m, and the width of the pathway is
1.9m; there are no parapets but an iron handrail, presumably a relatively recent addition at the upstream edge.
Upstream the four piers have triangular cutwaters extending up to the track level, effectively refuges, but
downstream there are buttresses of various shapes. Hinchcliffe suggests two phases of construction on the
basis of the different arch shapes and materials used. The Listing and a display board near the site date the
bridge to the 15th century, but it has obviously been refurbished regularly since then. A bridge here is on Saxton’s
1575 map, but he often missed small bridges, so the reference may be to another one nearby which has
disappeared. Access is good all around the bridge. The upper photograph was taken from upstream, the lower
downstream.
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Note on Survival Rates
In the information sheets, I make many references to older bridges appearing on Saxton’s map of 1575. If a
surviving bridge is thought on the basis of other evidence to have been built in the 16th century or earlier,
appearance on this map is useful confirmation that a bridge was there on the date in question. There is more to
be gleaned from these extraordinary maps which cover most counties of England. I have counted 29 bridges in
Warwickshire and the West Midlands on Saxton’s map. Of them, I estimate that 10 still stand at least in part, and
are thus in the compendium, a 34% survival rate. The latter may be a slight underestimate, because my decisions
on matching ‘Saxton’ bridges to those in the compendium, were less clear-cut than for other counties in England.
Otherwise, I have identified 17 standing bridges built before 1600 in Warwickshire and the West Midlands, which
can be compared with 10 of those still standing from Saxton’s 29, i.e. I identify 7 still standing, which did not appear
on Saxton’s map. There is no real pattern to the omissions.
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